COUNTERS ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES
Counter tops are available
in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

silver

COUNTERS & KIOSKS
Counters and kiosks can be used to accessorize any trade show,
event or permanent space. With a variety of different counters and
kiosks to choose from, mix and match to create the best-suited display.

black mahogany natural

HOPUP™ COUNTER
HOP-CT-2

- 41.75"w x 39.69"h x 14.25"d
- collapsible display counter
- Velcro applied fabric graphics
- includes clear internal shelf
- top available in four laminate
finish options

EMBRACE™ COUNTER
EMB-2-CT
EMB-2-CT-BL (Backlit Counter)

clear shelf

white shelf

- 41"w x 40.5"h x 15.75"d
- collapsible display counter
- includes white internal shelf
- push-fit fabric graphics
- top available in four laminate
finish options

MOD-CNTR-M
- 31.5"w x 40"h x 23.5"d
- magnetic, tubular frame with snap buttons
- fabric graphic attaches via hook and loop
around the frame & zips in the back
- internal shelf provides area to store materials
- portable carry bag makes transport simple

Refer to these pages to see counters in these product lines!
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- counter dimensions not
including canopy
32"w x 34.5"h x 18.5"d
- Velcro PVC graphic
- quick assembly
- strong & easy to clean
plastic parts

158

- pole banner attachment for
standard 6' or 8' wide tables
- fabric header available in three
graphic heights: short (18"),
medium (44"), tall (68.25")
- hardware kit is universal for all
height options
- table throw sold separately

CHARGING STATIONS
Formulate® Charging Stations add technology and great
value for visitors in need of a quick charge. Excellent for
retail applications, trade shows and events

CHARGING TOWER

CHARGING COUNTER

- 33.56"w x 86.81"h x 33.46"d
- features 16 high-speed charging tips:
(8) Micro USB for Android devices and
(8) Apple 8-pin for Apple iPhone/iPad/
Lightning devices
- features a circular fabric header for
branding and an illuminated fabric
center structure
- base and tabletop color offered in
choice of four thermoform color options

- 23.72"w x 41.54"h x 23.62"d
- features 8 high-speed charging tips:
(4) Micro USB for Android devices and
(4) Apple 8-pin for Apple iPhone/iPad/
Lightning devices
- features stretch fabric graphic
- tabletop offered in choice of four
thermoform color options

FMLT-CHRG-COUNTER-01

FMLT-CHRG-01

charging stations
are available in your
choice of finishes

silver

black

mahogany

natural

*Monitors and devices not included.
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